
FULL MOON CEREMONY #1 (Feb 19) 
Priestess Apprentice 2019 (Level One) with Heather Straube, Priestess 

 
PURPOSE: Rituals help us center, ground, invoke and clear energy. The Full 

Moon signifies the ending – or the waning “second half” - of the 28-day cycle 

started with the New Moon two weeks prior. With the moon at its peak of 

intensity, it’s a good time to go inwards, charge & cleanse sacred items and the 

physical body, review & assess the intentions & action steps/dreams taken 

since the New Moon & do some “house cleaning” – Shadow dancing, karmic 

review, true self-reflection or literal “cleaning” of objects, self & spaces. For the 

Full Moon it is also suggested to avoid negative energies, be discerning of who 

or what you share your time with (especially for ceremony), avoid the outside 

world and get silent (there’s a lot of heightened emotions & energies out there!). 

Do your ritual outside or follow my ALTAR MAP inside too! Enjoy! What are the 

seeds you sowed, what have you gained or learned & how can you harvest the 

fruits of your intentions & labor? You can also charge your scared items, 

especially stones and crystals, overnight (or two) in sea salt water! 

 

WHEN: A Full Moon Ceremony is best conducted on or near the Full Moon.  

1) If you cannot, do it within the two-night window beforehand; or,  

2) Conduct it within 3-5 days afterwards.  

TAKE PICTURES OF THIS ONE TO SHARE! 

 

MAIN TENANTS: Like any proper Priestess ceremony, the container is properly 

cleansed, cared for, the intention clear and the portal sufficiently opened and 

closed. The Priestess may share her love/work (ceremony/circle) with others 

once she feels comfortable in doing so and with lots of practice! 

 

THIS FULL MOON: As medicine woman in training, it is important to be “in 

tune” with the cycles, seasons, and, perhaps even astrological tendencies. 

Check out the “scoop”; Try to read one reliable article before beginning 

ceremony – jot down a theme or two as well as your own intention. Of course, 

your own breathwork and silent meditation will tell you the clearing needed 

and everything you need to know for objects, location & purpose! Take a few 

minutes to sit in silent meditation. At your altar (perhaps it is the Priestess 

Apprentice altar you’ve been asked to create), light your white candle. Ask to 

know the intention of this Full Moon Ceremony. Write – 

1) What is my personal intention for Full Moon Ceremony? What needs to be 

reviewed, assessed, and cleared emotionally, physically, mentally, karmically?  

2) What are the themes, objects, seasonal/thematic elements I would like to 

add to this particular FULL MOON? 3) What did I plant that I need to harvest? 



- FULL MOON CEREMONY – 

(30 + MINUTES) 

(USE ALTAR MAP/ITEMS PREPARED BEFOREHAND) 
Cleanse your body, the space and new objects 

Lay out your fabric, tray or table 
extra tools needed other than MAP items: branches, stones or flowers for circling the 

altar; scraps of paper/pen, fire/candle/lighter; red or pink roses or carnations 

 
If needed, CONSECRATE/CLEANSE ANY NEW “OBJECTS”/TOOLS FIRST 

1. SET UP ALTAR WITH ELEMENTS/DIRECTIONS 

2. Take new object to each direction, and say in each element, “________ 

(earth, air, fire, water), purify this object so that it might be of the 

greatest good.” Put object on the element or use to cleanse. 

3. AFTERWARDS, say, “Let the Earth ground you, let the air inspire you, 

let the fire clean you, let the water flow, as truth itself.” 

OPTIONAL” Take a medicine bath. Perfect to prepare for the full moon! 

OPEN CEREMONY 

1 Do your favorite prayer, song or mantra.  

2 Surround altar with branches, flowers, chalk dust, crystals, 

stones, sand (whatever feels right). Ask for Protection & Holy 

Guidance from Your Highest Self & Loving Angels.  

3 Place Dish of Salt and Power Animals, ask for Holy Protection 

in this ceremony and to “Protect this space, this body, this 

breath. Please bring in my highest wishes here today…” 

4 Light your WHITE CANDLE (center, ethers, self). Meditate on 

your ancestors and the places they came from and say, ”I call 

on my ancestors who truly love me & have my best 

interest at heart, be with me now, help me cleanse the 

past, all wrongs, all regrets, all sorrows. Let us be ONE 

again.” 

5 Place bowl or rose (ALTAR MAP). Meditate into the Earth. Feel 

your love for Earth/the Divine Feminine, hers for you. 

6 SAY, “I call in My Sacred, Holy Divine Feminine.”  

7 Place knife. Meditate in the mind’s eye on the expansive sky, 

the sacred divine masculine element. Feel your love for the 

Sky & the Masculine, and him for YOU. 



8 SAY, “I call in My Sacred, Holy Divine Masculine” + “WITH 

THESE TWO, I CALL IN SACRED UNION.” 

9 Place sacred items in FOUR DIRECTIONS> Bring each in. 

Begin with NORTH, end with WEST. Use these words as you 

bring in each, ONE AT A TIME…North = Rock, East = Feather 

or Incense, South = Candle, West = Water Dish 

1.NORTH – I call in the North, 
Earth, the body, strength, & 
grounded wisdom. Let me go 
inwards and know the truth. 

2.EAST – I call in the East, Air, 
mental clarity, ancestral 
insight, inspiration & 
beginnings. Give me 
perspective & wings to fly. 

3.SOUTH – I call in the South, 
Fire, inspiration, dedication & 
action. Let me burn the old 
and have the motivation to do 
what is right. 

4.WEST – I call in the West, 
watery emotion, flow, all 
endings and the Great Cosmic 
Womb. Give me emotional 
clarity & heart. 

 

10 GRATITUDE & ABUNDANCE PRAYER: SAY, “I give great 

gratitude for all that is in my life. I ask for abundance & 

strength to see the truth & release my pain & suffering.”  

11 Offer up your red or pink flowers to your Animal Spirit 

Guides to call in honesty, compassion & clarity on this moon. 

12 Also say, “I call in Archangel Michael to Violet Flame this 

sacred space and to only allow truth to flow into it. Only 

those of the Highest Good Allowed Here.” 

13 Take some time to reflect, meditate on or write about the 

seeds/intentions planted at the New Moon. What has been 

learned or gained? How do you wish to use these lessons 

moving forward? What are you not being really honest about? 

14 Now, focus on what it is you have been, said, done, created or 

attracted that you are now ready to let go of…  

15 RELEASE & FORGIVENESS PRAYER: SAY, “I ask Source to 

release all burdens and to forgive me and all my 

relations. Let me be a better human and use these lessons 

to flourish and pray for self, community & the Earth.”  



16 On single scraps of paper, write down each thing (physical, 

metaphysical, a limiting belief/pattern, whatever) you know 

must go in your life at this time. Sit with them. Feel them. 

17 Say your INTENTIONS for ceremony out loud, “For this Full 

Moon, I will let go of __________________, 

_______________________ & ____________________........” 

18 Say each one out loud right before you burn it. Sit with each 

burn, feel the letting go. Thank the ripe, pregnant moon. 

19  Give OFFERINGS to your Holy Guardian Angel & the 

ancestors you called in before. Feel love in your heart as you 

place them at the altar, saying out loud why each one…  

a. CHOICES: Drink, Food, Flowers. Give thanks for these 

beautiful things and the gifts you are about to receive. 

20  Place other personal sacred objects – one by one – and feel 

their energy. If there is a sacred OBJECT you wish to add that 

represents your INTENTION for this FULL MOON or what you 

have learned/will let go of, place each and speak out loud 

about it. Why this? Feel or say why you are calling for their 

assistance.  

21 ADD YOUR OWN CEREMONIAL FLARE/A PRAYER/AN 

INTENTION OF LOVE/A PRAYER FOR SOMEONE ELSE/Sit in 

silence, do art, dance, meditate. Feel if it feels complete. 

22 Site in silence & listen. When complete, say, “I give great 

thanks for this day, great thanks to all of my Divine 

Helpers of Love. Help me to become a better human.” FEEL 

THE DEEP LOVE & SURRENDER TO THIS FEELING. 

23 Say, “I call on my guides and ancestors and officially close 

this ritual.” IMAGINE a bright white light surrounding the 

space/you. Ask your guides and loved ones and all “external” 

energies to clear the space so you can be alone in reflection. 

24 Cleanse Space: Open windows, burn incense, Palo santo, or 

sage, SOUND, medicine spritzers, other priestess technique. 

25 If you feel any lingering energy – even a “good” guide – ask 

them to leave politely, then, if you must, call in Archangel 

Michael & demand they leave firmly (WITH LOVE)!  
- CEREMONY COMPLETE - 



 

RESOURCES! NEW MOON/FULL MOON/ASTROLOGY 

Follow the Moon’s Cycles: https://www.moongiant.com 

    https://mooncalendar.astro-seek.com 

 

Astrology Sites I Trust:  https://planetaryclarity.wordpress.com/ 

     https://emilytrinkaus.com/ 

     https://thepowerpath.com/ 

     *** https://www.anandastrology.com 
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